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Did you yell and scream or want to hit someone? Maybe your little brother got into your room and played with
your toys without permission. Or maybe your teacher gave you too much homework. Or maybe a friend
borrowed your favorite video game and then broke it. That made you angry! Maybe you "lose your cool" or
"hit the roof. When kids are treated unfairly, anger can help them stand up for themselves. The hard part is
learning what to do with these strong feelings. You have lots of emotions. At different times, you may be
happy, sad , or jealous. Anger is just another way we feel. But anger must be released in the right way. What
Makes You Angry? Many things may make kids angry. When you have a hard time reaching a goal you might
become frustrated. That frustration can lead to anger. Kids who tease you or call you names can make you
angry. Or you might get angry with your parents if you think one of their rules is unfair. There are different
ways people feel anger. Usually your body will tell you when you are angry. Are you breathing faster? Is your
face bright red? Are your muscles tense and your fists clenched tight? Do you want to break something or hit
someone? Anger can make you yell or scream at those around you, even people you like or love. Some people
keep their anger buried deep inside. If you do this, you might get a headache or your stomach might start to
hurt. You may just feel crummy about yourself or start to cry. When someone you know is angry, he or she
may stomp away or stop talking to you, or become quiet and withdrawn. Some people scream and try to hit or
harm anyone close by. If a person is this angry, you should get away as soon as possible. Once you are away
from the angry person, stop and think. Try to figure out what made that person so angry. Can you make the
situation better? How does the other person feel? When the other person has cooled down, try to talk about the
problem. Listen to what he or she has to say. Taking it out on others never solves anything. Instead, admit to
yourself that you are angry and try to figure out why. What can you do to keep the situation from happening
again? Maybe you can ask her to share it with you. Ask your teacher or a parent for help instead. It helps to
talk about your anger with an adult, such as a parent, teacher, or relative. Once you talk about anger, those bad
feelings usually start to go away. Anger Busters Here are some other things you can do when you start to feel
angry: Never getting angry is impossible. Take charge of it!
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November 23, at The Only person that me or his father even had a hope of controlling was my husband in
this. People going to schools had to drop out. They wondered what he had done wrong to draw federal
authority attention and investigations, Then They heard that he dealt with nuclear weaponery when public
sentiment was that all that worked in that field were the Evil potential mass murderers. My husbands return,
cold and uncaring attitude about any bodys needs other than his, had his own father many of his friends who
had family members that worked in that plant did not want his return to disrupt any ones life more than
absolutely needed. I was asked to find a way to keep him on the shift he was coming back to. Keep him from
forcing his seniority to things like time off, holidays, or vacations, at least for the first two years he was home
I had to find a way to just keep him on the job, on the shift and quiet about his seniority rights, Just make
things easy for everyone. He came back with a roar His first day home he was met by a note on the door to
take the sofa and leave me alone until everyone could find time to sit down and lay out expectations. His
father expected him to be back to work his first 24 hours after he came through the door even though the
contract said he had 30 days to come back Set up a home and then go back, But at that May 28th I was
listening as his mother begged him not to murder his father and just do as he wanted because she did not need
him pouting the rest of the week about being defied. His father again yanked him off the sofa after an hours
sleep, yelling at him to get his rear out and find a place to live, he did not need to deal with me, his stomach,
any thing but focus on what he had to do, and that was not himself. His mother ran into my room and Begged
me to come help stop a murder in the living room because my husbands temper was already done with
everyone, My first Sight of my husband after getting home was He had his father straight arm trapped against
the ceiling of his living room getting weaker by the second as he hit his sons arm trying to gain a breath. My
husband was yelling that him and everyone else had started out with getting on his last nerve the day before
and he was going to see me. If I was not standing in front of him in one minute he was going to use his fathers
dead body to tear bulkheads out until I appeared. I had to tug on his t-shirt and ask him to let his father down,
His mother suggested to his father he better run, he did We found a nice house a mile from his work gate by
three that after noon. His mother said please just a few weeks to get used to his return was all that was needed
after all there was always tomorrow, just let tempers settle down, To be honest I did not know the reasons for
the animosity between his father, his fathers friends and my husband until last year, when in therapy Pictures
of A surgery in the fall of that involved over stitchs on my husbands back and another 50 on his wrists from a
whipping with lamp cord delivered to my husband The Fifty stitchs on his wrists was from him trying to
escape the Zip ties they had used to tie him to a tree and five grown men whipped him until he was cut to the
bone and passed out. All of these men have paid in pain since, In my husband caught three on a fishing day
celebrating their retirement at the same place they whipped him He Knew they would be there, when he took a
section of garden hose and filled it with shot and bbs, sealing both ends with super glue. He knocked three of
them out and ied them to the same tree and used that weapon on all three then he cut them down and told them
go ahead come after him, After a stay in the hospital in the area all the left with their wives. That winter he
started in on me and everyone else that wronged him. To get him to stay over the Christmas down week
instead of going to Bavaia wioth what had by that time become a static group on vacations for the Millinial
celebrations we had to steal his pass port and lock it away from him and even got him arrested and jailed for
eight hours until wee were over the Atlantic Just so many other people had plans he could ruin if he made
them work. We did not consider he should have plans, Before the fight that morning I said when I got back we
could turn a new page in a new century and we could sit down and plan something for him. I tried to explain
we were not trying to deny him his right to time off we just needed him to take the times when I was better for
everyone else. We got home on his birthday from Bavaria to the most disgusting display of no respect for me
his parents or any one else, I was going to suggest he could take the two weeks following that week as
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personal time and have the holiday replacement then at least act like it was a Christmas and we could have
everything he had missed over the holidays since We could talk about a cruise possibly, Get something
started and I would get the order removed making him work all offered hours It was time somebody else
started taking the load it was Just an dam two weeks I needed from him after hearing how useless I was the
last 16 years as a wife and a lousy bitch. We Got back With a dollar clock as his birthday, Christmas, peace
offering gift for having forced our hand making him work again, I told Him That We had a nice gift for him
the next week And he said he had one for me I could open then. His father was hit in the face with a bucket of
urin as his gift and he left all of use dumfounded that could no time off in 20 years really be so bad as to be
this way, e were going to go to court and talk to the judge that had applied the original order and we set up a
court date with the clerk. We were shocked when we entered the conference room to find another judge
appointed by the state sitting there, His father asked what happened to his friend he was supposed to hear our
complaint petition, The sitting judge said that would be tough since the other judge was removed from the
bench and arrested right after the new year, by July things changed radicaly in the community. My husband
was not under a court order any longer and the county lawyers had set up a deal that if my husband removed
his dollar lawsuit they would ensure no such order would ever be issued on any one in the county again. My
husband became our problem. Latter that month he threw up and passed out at his foremans feet with a
headache that had built for years, We had seen his left foot start dragging, he seemed to be crying all the time
and Everything was kept out of the room he slept in and the arguments sometimes left me scared he was going
to take my head off getting him to just bide his time. He could not be defiant forever and soon he would get
what he wanted. Just wait, be patient, Good things came to tose who waited was my saying. When they got
him on the table for a surgery to remove a tumor of the top of his brain stem it was bad, The survival
expectancy was near zero. A hole from Over his right eye to the center of his head to get the tumor was done,
When the Insurance forced him to be sent home two days latter his doctor impress that the next 60 days were
in his opinion vital to his recovery and wanted him to rest as much as possible on sick leave, The time was the
worst, Right in the middle of School time off and parents wanting vacations to coincide, For things like
Disney world. Cedar Point, lakes camping and other family persuits, Six days after the surgery I was pushed
out of the way by his father and four coworkers taking him to work, They were yelling he was not going to
cause them to miss out on their plans just because of a little hole in his head. My husband put up what fight he
could as they took him to work, But he was very weak after the surgery. I could not bring myself to get good
friends and family jailed for illegal abduction and He did survive but He was never going to allow a finger laid
on him from that day, Three months latter he had started working out again Weights, Wind sprints in the
Union Gym. He opened his old Army Footlocker the first time in my memory and held up three long Japaness
blades I was his certificate of training to the level of 3rd dan Black belt in Sho rey from the Army I could see
the movements he was practicing was designed to kill an cripple He started wearing the long blade under his
Dusters not on his belt but a special scaboard in the duster. The first week of November my husband and
several ex military friends took advantage Of the post confusion and decided they were taking the local ways
of assigning job bids by statues instead of seniority as the union contract required. They were not considered
as important enough to take seriously until The national sent a representative to the local and censured them
for not going by the contract These four men just tied the locals discrestion in the area. Then The decided they
were taking a new department in a new plant. I never slept with his father, I did have a few affairs, and each
partner I had was ruined somhow by my husband physically or personally many times with dirt him and his
friends dug up, After I was flatly told to drop dead and go to hell in the same breath, I told his father I was not
going to be able to promise any thing he would believe would happen. His father turned to his best friend and
said its time to reinforce our lesson of The four men wanting the job including the fling I had in Bavaria the
year before came up on our porch following my husband and he got it loud enough the whole street was
standing watching as the four attacked him In turn they witnessed my husbands retaliation leaving all four on
our porch dying. The worst was the man I had a fling with in Bavaria the year before. That same morning after
he left all four dying on our porch I was crying behind the front door telling him her could not come in. The
next second the door and frame were on top of me and my ankle broken and he standing there telling me if I
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ever attempted to get him hurt by locking him out of his house again my next date was an undertaker. He came
home In Jaunary after three years in Rehab relearning to walk after a spinal cord crush an partial severing.
After Nearly killing The man I saw the night before over a slight that the man did sweeping his cane He Was
in a stress center for two weeks For Rage control. Everyone of his family and my friends were hoping when he
came home he would sit with us and somehow. Not walk in demanding everything he was left out of the last
three decades come to a peaceful way to let him have something in life now he was crippled. He Was sent
home by insurance voucher from the center on a night I was going out with his mother, father and their best
friend to an invitation only dinner event I was going to escort his fathers best friend as a favor after a bad
divorce the month before, His father told me about the call from the center earlier wanting my husbands
pickup and his suggestion to shove him out the door to walk the 20 mile treck in 40 below weather as a way to
build character. He said they would wait until we picked him up the next day, so just get ready to go to the
event we would not hear from my husband for at least that long. He could not have been more wrong My
husband walked in the house at that Tuesday after noon it was 45 minutes till I was to be picked up and was
just finishing getting ready when I heard the door open and close, I stepped out the bedroom door right into
my husbands chest and knew before the first word things were going to get bad. Since the brain surgery in his
eyes changed color with his mood, That day they were steel gray instead of hazzle. He started out with
sarcasm, saying good he had not seen an evening out in over 31 years It was like a shout when he said where
are WE going, knowing I was going someplace without him. He blew up yelling about everything he had
supplied me for 31 years for what he felt was nothing in return. He also yelled that if I thought any one
especially me allowed him a dam thing under his roof I was badly mistaken as far as he was concerned I had
extorted 31 years of his life and I was going to be the down payment on the restitution for what was stolen, He
raped me begging it did not have to be that way. My outfit was shredded, I got off the floor hurt and slightly
bleeding from the force. He said go ahead get me sent up for sexual misconduct in marriage, He then said with
the things he could bring out about the rest of us he hoped we could hold our heads up as he would going to
prison. I knew how many would be hurt if I reported his rape. He just wanted the same life everyone else had.
I just could not think of away to get that life without large disapointents elswere and as the resentment grew so
did the violence.
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Content provided on this site is for entertainment or informational purposes only and should not be construed
as medical or health, safety, legal or financial advice. Click here for additional information. Genevieve
Richards Calm down. Every day we hear about new cases of road rage, air rage, supermarket rageâ€¦you name
it. It seems that no-one is immune, we cannot escape those feelingsâ€” from mild annoyance to almost
demonic rageâ€”and even more alarming, we cannot, in most cases, control it either. Anger is a completely
normal, and usually healthy, emotion. We have all experienced anger due to frustration, hurt, betrayal,
annoyance, disappointment, harassment and threats. It is imperative to acknowledge that anger can either help
or hinder us depending on how it is expressed. If expressed appropriately, it can help achieve goals, handle
emergencies, solve problems and even, to some, protect our health the famous flight-or-fight theory bears this
out. Failure to recognize and understand our anger may, however, lead to a variety of problems. Dr Miriam
Stoppard, author and pregnancy heath care guru, believes that a baby first experiences the world through its
mother. These chemicals then pass across the placenta to the baby within seconds of mom experiencing an
emotion. According to APA American Psychologists Association documentation, anger is accompanied by
physiological and biological changes: This reduces oxygen to the uterus, thus compromising fetal blood
supply. Even suppressed anger has long been thought to cause anxiety and depression. The Counselling Center
for Human Development at the University of Florida agrees that anger can have detrimental effects on
relationships, patterns of thinking, and cause many physical problems including colds, ulcers, asthma, high
blood pressure hypertension , heart problems, headaches, skin disorders and digestive problems. Some effects
include premature birth delivered before 37 weeks , a problematic birth or even result in a low birth weight
even when full term , and this is the leading cause of infant mortality. Normal birth weight is defined as
greater that 5 lb. Premature babies are susceptible to a range of complications later in life, including chronic
lung disease, developmental delays and learning disorders, and as adults are more likely to suffer from heart
disease, high blood pressure and diabetes. Babies whose mothers experienced high levels of stress, particularly
in the first trimester, show signs of more depression and irritability as well as being colicky. There is also a
direct link between uncontrolled anger and crime, emotional and physical abuse and other violent behavior.
Humans instinctively express anger through aggression, as anger is a natural response to that which threatens
us. There is evidence of some babies being born irritable and easily angered, and these signs are present from
an early age. The APA believes another contributing factor may be socio-cultural, as anger is often regarded as
a negative emotion; we are taught not to display anger and so are not taught how to handle it or channel it
constructively. It is also thought that family background plays a role as those who are easily angered typically
come from families that are disruptive or not skilled at emotional communication. Anger is also often
expressed by way of learned behaviors as we tend to express our anger and frustrations in ways learned from
our parents, meaning we can unlearn and replace such behaviors with healthier patterns of coping. Are you
quick to anger? Do you have a hot temper, with little provocation needed? Do you get angry and then bottle up
your feelings? Are you slow to boil and then get out of control? Does your anger often pass mere annoyance
and go straight to outright rage? How are you feeling right now?
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They finally stabilized his temp at before discharging him. They ran all sorts of tests RSH, strep, flu, xrays and
all tests came back normal. The morning after we took him to the ER I change his diaper and his rash is a
million times worse. We take him to his doctor and it turns out he has a severe yeast infection which we
thought was diaper rash and then he ALSO has a virus called hermangine sp?? My poor lil guy had so many
they were spilling out onto his lips. That is what was causing his fever. How the ER missed this, I have no
idea Exhaustion and stress have pretty much made me crazy. My hands shake and my vertigo has increased.
Last night, I had a new symptom that really scared me. My arms and legs started shaking, and then every few
minutes one of them would spasm or jerk. The whole episode lasted about 10 minutes, and all I could do was
just sit on the bed. I also have brain fog really bad, and that also freaks me out. My husband knows all my
symptoms, he has seen them with his own eyes. This AM we got into a fight about his mom and her letter, and
I had my sick son sitting on my lap trying to give him his medicine. He was crying and irritable and
swallowing hurts him, so he spit it out on me. He goes over to my wallet, takes out all my money, and then he
leaves. I wish I had a pair of warm, safe arms that I could wrap around myself sometimes Sorry for the
extremely long vent I really needed to get that out!
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But what does that do? The temptation to yell or fight back is so great that it can feel nearly impossible to
resist. The brains of adolescents are still developing, and they continue to do so into their early to
mid-twenties. That considered, it does not make sense to really expect children to act like we do as adults. In
fact, kids often perceive things in a very different way than we do, in part due to faulty or distorted thinking.
The danger comes in when they use this distorted thinking to justify or rationalize their angry behavior. In the
Total Transformation Program, James Lehman identifies several different kinds of faulty thinking that kids
experience. Keep in mind that faulty thinking is not something someone engages in intentionally. I was mad at
my brother. Why should I do what she says? What Not to Do Yell, curse, or name-call: In the same way that
playing the victim role is no excuse for your child to abuse someone else, your child abusing you does not
excuse your yelling, cursing, or name-calling. Instead, it will upset your child even more and keep the
argument going. Attempt to control your child: This is one of the biggest stumbling blocks for parents. We
hear from parents every day who, without realizing it, are trying to control their children. I think this is due, in
part, to some common confusion about accountability and what that really means. Holding your child
accountable does not result in a child who is obedient percent of the time. It does not mean that your child will
always choose to follow the rules even if you give him consequences consistently when he misbehaves.
Accountability means that you set the rules and the limits, and you provide a consequence when your child
decides to break the rulesâ€”period. The goal is not to prevent your child from ever breaking the rules. Let
your child make his own choice. Another way to look at accountability is this: When a child experiences this
unpleasant outcome, he can use that information to help him think about things next time he is considering
breaking the rules. This often goes hand in hand with trying to control your child. Let me be clear: Secondly,
you run the risk of escalating the entire situation. Remember how we talked about that natural urge to fight
back? It may feel like it more often than not, but remember, your child is not really your enemyâ€”he is a kid
in need of some more effective problem-solving skills. What I have found is that the goal for most parents I
talk to is to raise their child to be respectful, accountable adults that can make it on their own in this world.
Try These Techniques Instead Pick your battles and consider walking away: Does it need to be dealt with right
now? Should you take some time to calm down before you address it with your child? Are your buttons being
pushed? Think about the situation carefully and allow some time for things to cool down. Use a business-like
tone: James Lehman talks about the concept of treating your family like a business in the Total
Transformation program. Stay calm and neutral, and stick to the facts. Role modeling is one of the key
components of teaching kids how to behave. Create one for free! Responses to questions posted on
EmpoweringParents. We cannot diagnose disorders or offer recommendations on which treatment plan is best
for your family. Please seek the support of local resources as needed. If you need immediate assistance, or if
you and your family are in crisis, please contact a qualified mental health provider in your area, or contact
your statewide crisis hotline. We value your opinions and encourage you to add your comments to this
discussion. We ask that you refrain from discussing topics of a political or religious nature. She is also a proud
mom.
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Benefits and Costs of Anger: Social, Emotional, and Health Introduction Anger is a natural and mostly
automatic response to pain of one form or another physical or emotional. The type of pain does not matter; the
important thing is that the pain experienced is unpleasant. Anger occurs when pain is combined with some
anger-triggering thought. Thoughts that can trigger anger include personal assessments, assumptions,
evaluations, or interpretations of situations that makes people think that someone else is attempting
consciously or not to hurt them. In this sense, anger is a social emotion; You always have a target that your
anger is directed against even if that target is yourself. Feelings of pain, combined with anger-triggering
thoughts motivate you to take action, face threats and defend yourself by striking out against the target you
think is causing you pain. A Substitute Emotion Anger can also be a substitute emotion. People change their
feelings of pain into anger because it feels better to be angry than it does to be in pain. This changing of pain
into anger may be done consciously or unconsciously. Being angry rather than simply in pain has a number of
advantages, primarily among them distraction. People in pain generally think about their pain. However, angry
people think about harming those who have caused pain. Part of the transmutation of pain into anger involves
an attention shift - from self-focus to other-focus. Making yourself angry can help you to hide the reality that
you find a situation frightening or that you feel vulnerable. In addition to providing a good smoke screen for
feelings of vulnerability, becoming angry also creates a feeling of righteousness, power and moral superiority
that is not present when someone is merely in pain. When you are angry, you are angry with cause. It is very
rare that someone will get angry with someone they do not think has harmed them in some significant fashion.
More on Anger and Anger Management Angry people most always feel that their anger is justified. The social
judgment of anger creates real consequences for the angry person. An angry person may feel justified in
committing an angry, aggressive action, but if a judge or jury of peers do not see it that way, that angry person
may still go to jail. Social, Emotional, and Health Whether justified or unjustified, the seductive feeling of
righteousness associated with anger offers a powerful temporary boost to self-esteem. It is more satisfying to
feel angry than to acknowledge the painful feelings associated with vulnerability. You can use anger to
convert feelings of vulnerability and helplessness into feelings of control and power. Some people develop an
unconscious habit of transforming almost all of their vulnerable feelings into anger so they can avoid having
to deal with them. The problem becomes that even when anger distracts you from the fact that you feel
vulnerable, you still at some levelfeel vulnerable. Anger cannot make pain disappear - it only distracts you
from it. Anger generally does not resolve or address the problems that made you feel fearful or vulnerable in
the first place, and it can create new problems, including social and health issues.
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When you feel extremely angry, you're physically and emotionally overstimulatedâ€”the demands on your time are
inevitably getting to you. If the situation allows you to leave and take a time-out, do so and immediately visit your spot.

Can you rent padded rooms? Where, and at what cost? Who knows, you might become famous. Ocean beach,
baker beach, lands end, fort funston top of bernal rent a kayak and go out on the bay bike down off of 3rd
street where is gets pretty deserted inside the old ammunition bunkers up and down the coast posted by
bottlebrushtree at Got any friends in the restaurant business? Rent a rehearsal room there, maybe? I do it in
the car. I found it effective. Although screaming at the ocean sounds really fantastic. If you still feel weird
about it, hold an open book or notebook in one hand while you rant. Try not to do this adjacent to any
occupied classrooms. A screaming, foaming rant for 30 minutes will get you some odd looks. But you should
be pretty isolated on Friday afternoons and Sunday mornings. Day hours and some music for your neighbors
would help. Also, consider car with closed windows in a noisy area. I have worked out quite a few very
negative emotions on top of a Spin bike. If done right, you can get out just as many negative emotions and not
get the cops called on you. Alia of the Bunnies at 4: But in all seriousness, I think the car parked mid-day at
one of the beaches or parks is probably your best bet. Then drive out to the beach and scream your fool head
off. So not uncommon, but not neighbor friendly. With the door closed, those are pretty sound proofed. When
I worked at a diner, we used to use the walk- in to scream, argue, have chilly sex interludes and other lurid and
not so lurid purposes. Seeing your breath just makes screaming even more satisfying.
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You may think that the last thing you want to do when you're really angry is to dance, which is precisely why you should
do it. If you're feeling too caught up in your anger, turn on your favorite dance tune and start dancing and belting the
lyrics.

Tensing your shoulders Identify the negative thought patterns that trigger your temper You may think that
external thingsâ€”the insensitive actions of other people, for example, or frustrating situationsâ€”are what
cause your anger. But anger problems have less to do with what happens to you than how you interpret and
think about what happened. Common negative thinking patterns that trigger and fuel anger include: Mind
reading and jumping to conclusions. Assuming you "know" what someone else is thinking or feelingâ€”that he
or she intentionally upset you, ignored your wishes, or disrespected you. Looking for things to get upset about,
usually while overlooking or blowing past anything positive. Letting these small irritations build and build
until you reach the "final straw" and explode, often over something relatively minor. You blame others for the
things that happen to you rather than taking responsibility for your own life. Look at your regular routine and
try to identify activities, times of day, people, places, or situations that trigger irritable or angry feelings.
Maybe you get into a fight every time you go out for drinks with a certain group of friends. Or maybe the
traffic on your daily commute drives you crazy. Learn ways to cool down Once you know how to recognize
the warning signs that your temper is rising and anticipate your triggers, you can act quickly to deal with your
anger before it spins out of control. There are many techniques that can help you cool down and keep your
anger in check. Quick tips for cooling down Focus on the physical sensations of anger. Take some deep
breaths. Deep, slow breathing helps counteract rising tension. The key is to breathe deeply from the abdomen,
getting as much fresh air as possible into your lungs. A brisk walk around the block is a great idea. It releases
pent-up energy so you can approach the situation with a cooler head. Take advantage of the relaxing power of
your sense of sight, smell, hearing, touch, and taste. You might try listening to music or picturing yourself in a
favorite place. Stretch or massage areas of tension. Roll your shoulders if you are tensing them, for example,
or gently massage your neck and scalp. Slowly count to ten. Focus on the counting to let your rational mind
catch up with your feelings. If you still feel out of control by the time you reach ten, start counting again. Give
yourself a reality check When you start getting upset about something, take a moment to think about the
situation. How important is it in the grand scheme of things? Is it really worth getting angry about it? Is it
worth ruining the rest of my day? Is my response appropriate to the situation? Is there anything I can do about
it? Is taking action worth my time? When communicated respectfully and channeled effectively, anger can be
a tremendous source of energy and inspiration for change. Have you ever gotten into an argument over
something silly? Big fights often happen over something small, like a dish left out or being ten minutes late.
Take five if things get too heated. If your anger seems to be spiraling out of control, remove yourself from the
situation for a few minutes or for as long as it takes you to cool down. A brisk walk, a trip to the gym, or a few
minutes listening to some music should allow you to calm down, release pent up emotion, and then approach
the situation with a cooler head. Fighting fair allows you to express your own needs while still respecting
others. Make the relationship your priority. Maintaining and strengthening the relationship, rather than
"winning" the argument, should always be your first priority. Be respectful of the other person and his or her
viewpoint. Focus on the present. Rather than looking to the past and assigning blame, focus on what you can
do in the present to solve the problem. If you pick your battles rather than fighting over every little thing,
others will take you more seriously when you are upset. Turn Conflicts into Opportunities Be willing to
forgive. Resolution lies in releasing the urge to punish, which can never compensate for our losses and only
adds to our injury by further depleting and draining our lives. Know when to let something go. It takes two
people to keep an argument going. If a conflict is going nowhere, you can choose to disengage and move on.
Developing your conflict resolution skills Tip 5: There are many therapists, classes, and programs for people
with anger management problems. Asking for help is not a sign of weakness. Therapy for anger problems.
Therapy can be a great way to explore the reasons behind your anger. Therapy provides a safe environment to
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learn more about your reasons and identify triggers for your anger. Anger management classes or groups.
Anger management classes or groups allow you to see others coping with the same struggles. For domestic
violence issues, traditional anger management is usually not recommended. There are special classes that go
into the issues of and control that are at the heart of domestic violence. Consider professional help for anger
management if: You feel constantly frustrated and angry no matter what you try. Your temper causes problems
at work or in your relationships. You have gotten in trouble with the law due to your anger. Your anger has
ever led you to physical violence. There is never an excuse for physically or verbally abusive behavior. You
have a right to be treated with respect and to live without fear of an angry outburst or a violent rage. Set clear
boundaries about what you will and will not tolerate. Wait for a time when you are both calm to talk to your
loved one about the anger problem. Remove yourself from the situation if your loved one does not calm down.
Consider counseling or therapy if you are having a hard time standing up for yourself. Put your safety first. If
you feel unsafe or threatened in any way, get away from your loved one. If you are in an abusive relationship,
know that couples counseling is not recommendedâ€”and your partner needs specialized treatment, not regular
anger management classes. Recommended reading Understanding and controlling anger Controlling Anger
Before it Controls You â€” An overview on the origins of excessive anger, tips on coping, and when to seek
more help. American Psychological Association What Your Anger May Be Hiding â€” Explores some of the
complicated reasons behind excessive anger, including a need to self soothe, feel powerful, or avoid intimacy.
Psychology Today The Cost of Anger â€” Discover the physical and mental costs of anger and why you may
be unwittingly setting yourself up as a victim of your anger. Pegasus NLP Mind-Body Health Site
Professional help for anger management Anger management â€” Discusses what types of treatment are
available for anger management, and when you should consider them. National Center for PTSD Helping a
loved one with anger management When You Love an Angry Person â€” Provides an overview of anger
causes, tips on fighting fair, ways to approach a loved one, and when you need more help. Get Your Angries
Out Authors:
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9: Taking Charge of Anger
Anger is a conundrum of complexities that affect each and every person differently. Are you a road-rager? A passive
aggressive? Short fused? Anger is a normal human emotion that is rarely a pretty one; it can be downright
embarrassing, dangerous, with significant negative affects on the human body.

Marie Hartwell-Walker I get angry a lot for no reason. I Wake up angry sometimes. When I am angry I lash
out at my husband. I feel like a usless person. I have a job and I enjoy it usually. I lash out and curse alot and i
dont know why. I get angry a lot for no reason A. What you are describing sounds like symptoms of
depression. Many people think that being depressed means only being sad or down. But in some people,
maybe in you, depression shows up as irritability and crankiness that flares into angry outbursts that are out of
proportion to events. They may blame others or get easily frustrated. You also report long periods of staying in
bed and a marked decrease in enjoyment of your daughter. These are also common symptoms of depression.
For this reason, I urge you to see a mental health professional for an evaluation. If the diagnosis is depression,
you will get recommendations about what to do about it. For most people a combination of some medicine and
talk therapy is the treatment of choice. The medicine will help you feel a little better and will help you have
the motivation to do your daily life and your therapeutic work. The talk therapy will help you develop more
coping skills so that you can recognize when you are getting depressed and take some steps to mitigate it.
Thank you for writing. It must feel awful to feel so out of control. Do follow through and get that evaluation.
You deserve to feel better. Your family deserves to have the loving wife and mother they know you to be. I
wish you well. I get angry a lot for no reason Related Articles Dr. Marie is licensed as both a psychologist and
marriage and family counselor. She specializes in couples and family therapy and parent education. Follow her
on Facebook or Twitter. I get angry a lot for no reason. Retrieved on November 15, , from https:
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